**Wall Street Journal 2018 internships Full descriptions:**

**Winter Reporting Internship Covering Science and Health Care at The Wall Street Journal**

The Wall Street Journal is seeking undergraduates, recent graduates or graduate students who intend a career in science or health journalism.

This is a 10-week, full-time paid internship that would start in January or February. It cannot be completed while taking classes. The internship will be based in New York, with the Journal's Health & Science bureau.

Include a cover letter, resume and up to six published samples of your work in your online application, which is due no later than midnight Eastern time Oct. 31, 2018. Applications for this internship will be reviewed on a rolling basis. Only finalists will be contacted.

The screening process puts heavy emphasis on clips and journalistic experience. A health or science background or familiarity with research would be a plus but not required. Most of those chosen have had prior internships in other large media organizations as well as experience on a campus newspaper or as a freelancer.

Interns work closely with reporters and editors to deliver prompt, accurate reporting of science news and generally hone their journalistic skills. Interns will write spot stories based on scientific and medical studies; explanatory pieces that analyze science and health angles related to breaking news; and features that uncover trends in various fields of science and medicine from biology to epidemiology to environmental science, among other projects. Interns are expected to generate their own story ideas and follow the stories through to completion with supervision and guidance from an editor.

WSJ interns should be self-starters with the ability to help develop video, graphics and social media content to reach readers on all digital and print platforms. Dedication to high journalism standards, proof of excellent writing skills and dogged reporting are absolute musts. Candidates should have prior reporting experience and a demonstrated interest in science news as well as the ability to work independently and under deadline pressure.

**Summer 2019 Reporting Internships in the Americas at The Wall Street Journal**

The Wall Street Journal's internship program is aimed at undergraduate and graduate students who intend to pursue a career in journalism. This is a paid, full-time summer internship that lasts for 10 weeks. The summer internships generally take place over June, July and August, though start dates can be flexible in certain circumstances.

Interns are placed in various U.S. cities and, when appropriate, some of our bureaus in Canada or Latin America. For example, past interns have worked with the markets and finance team in New York, covered technology news from San Francisco, and handled general assignment and entertainment reporting out of Los Angeles. Interns are likely to be assigned to teams that cover topics including corporate news, markets, legal, U.S. news, arts and culture, real-time business news and sports.
Interns work closely with reporters and editors to deliver prompt, accurate reporting of news relevant to their beat. Interns are expected to generate their own story ideas and follow the stories through to completion with supervision and guidance from an editor.

Interns should be self-starters who understand the needs of our growing audience on various digital and print platforms and can work independently under deadline pressure. Dedication to high journalism standards and excellent writing and reporting skills are required. A demonstrated interest in business reporting is a plus.

The screening process puts heavy emphasis on journalistic experience. Most successful applicants have had prior reporting internships with other media organizations as well as experience working on a campus publication or as a freelancer.

Please include a cover letter, resume and up to six published samples of your work in your application, which is due no later than midnight Eastern time on Oct. 26.

It helps for applicants to state if they have a location preference and if they have any preferences in subject matter. Only finalists will be contacted.

**Summer 2019 Europe Reporting Internship at The Wall Street Journal**

The Wall Street Journal’s internship program in Europe is aimed at undergraduate and graduate students who intend to pursue a career in journalism. This is a paid summer internship that lasts for 10 weeks. The summer internships generally take place over June, July and August, though start dates can be flexible in certain circumstances.

We are looking for interns to work in the London bureau, though there may be opportunity for a posting in one of our European bureaus, such as Paris, Rome, Berlin or Brussels. Please note that we will only contact applicants who pass initial screenings and who we wish to invite for an interview. We will focus heavily on newsgathering, a demonstrable enthusiasm for finance and business reporting and video production, and editing skills across print and online platforms.

Interns work closely with reporters and editors to deliver prompt, accurate reporting of news, features and multimedia material relevant to their beat. Interns are expected to generate their own story ideas and follow the stories through to completion with supervision and guidance from an editor. They might also assist reporters and editors with story research and other tasks.

Interns should be self-starters who understand the needs of the Journal’s growing audience on various digital and print platforms.

Dedication to the highest journalistic standards is vital. Candidates must be able to work independently and under deadline pressure. Fluency in English and at least one other additional European language is required.

Your application should include a cover letter, resume and six published samples of your work. Any clips published in a language other than English should be accompanied by a full English
translation. Applications should be submitted by 1 p.m. Greenwich Mean Time/8 a.m Eastern Standard Time on Nov. 30.

Our selection process is competitive and rigorous and should be completed by mid-February 2019.

**Summer 2019 News Design Internship with The Wall Street Journal**

The Wall Street Journal is seeking a design intern to work with our team of graphics editors, developers and designers, as well as the broader newsroom. The Graphics department is responsible for driving innovative storytelling with design, graphics, interactives, data journalism and newsroom apps that are created for digital and print.

The following attributes are considered mandatory for all applicants:

- A solid understanding of journalistic principles
- A passion for visual journalism, reflected in portfolio examples of data visualizations, digital presentations or designs
- Interaction design/UX skills
- Typography skills
- Visual design skills
- Illustration skills
- The initiative to take on and learn new tasks in a fast-moving environment
- Excellent communication skills

Experience with Adobe Illustrator is required. Experience with HTML, CSS and JavaScript is a significant bonus.

This paid, full-time internship is 10 weeks long and generally starts in June, though the start date can be flexible in certain circumstances. The position is based in New York.

WSJ interns should be self-starters who understand the needs of our growing audience on various platforms. Dedication to high journalism standards is a must. The screening process puts heavy emphasis on work samples and experience. Only finalists will be contacted.

Include a cover letter, resume and up to six samples of your work in your application, which is due no later than midnight Eastern time on Oct. 26.

**Summer 2019 Graphics Internship with The Wall Street Journal**

The Wall Street Journal is seeking a graphics intern to work with our team of graphics editors, developers, designers and the broader newsroom. The Graphics department is responsible for driving innovative storytelling with graphics, interactives, data journalism and newsroom apps that are created for digital and print.

The following attributes are considered mandatory for all applicants:

- A solid understanding of journalistic principles
- A passion for visual journalism, reflected in portfolio examples of data visualizations, digital presentations or designs
• The initiative to take on and learn new tasks in a fast-moving environment
• Excellent communication skills

For static data visualization, experience with Adobe Illustrator is required. For interactive graphics, experience with HTML and CSS is required. Experience with JavaScript and D3.js is a significant bonus.

This paid, full-time internship is 10 weeks long and generally begins in June, though the start date can be flexible in certain circumstances. The position is based in New York.

WSJ interns should be self-starters who understand the needs of our growing readership on various print and digital platforms. Dedication to high journalism standards is a must. The screening process puts heavy emphasis on work samples and experience. Only finalists will be contacted.

Include a cover letter, resume and up to six samples of your work in your application, which is due no later than midnight Eastern time on Oct. 26.

Summer 2019 Video Internship with The Wall Street Journal

The Wall Street Journal is seeking undergraduates, recent graduates or graduate students who intend to pursue a career in video journalism.

This is a 10-week, full-time paid internship based in New York. The video intern’s primary duties will include supporting the production of editorially sound and visually compelling content, as well as publishing and promotion of videos both on the WSJ platform and off-platform.

The ideal candidate will possess the following:
• Strong interest in domestic and international news as well as business and financial news
• News judgement and understanding of quality journalism
• Basic video shooting and editing skills
• Basic understanding of video formats and delivery methods
• Social media savvy
• Great communication and organizational skills
• Ability to perform under deadline pressure
• Ability to collaborate with others in the newsroom

Interns should be self-starters who understand WSJ’s growing audience on various platforms. The screening process puts heavy emphasis on experience. Most interns chosen in the past have had prior internships with other large media organizations or experience at a campus news outlet or as a freelancer.

Applications are due by midnight Eastern time on Oct. 26 and must include a cover letter, resume and up to six work samples that detail the candidate’s role in each project. Only finalists will be contacted.

Summer 2019 Photography Internship with The Wall Street Journal
The Wall Street Journal is seeking undergraduates, recent graduates or graduate students to intern with its photo team based in New York. The photo team researches and commissions photographs for digital and print editions of The Wall Street Journal.

This is a 10-week, full-time paid internship. The summer internships generally take place over June, July and August, though start dates can be flexible in certain circumstances.

The ideal candidate will possess the following skills:

• Sharp instincts for news and news values
• Strong interest in domestic and international news, as well as business and financial news
• Evident knowledge of photojournalism and documentary photography
• Strong communication & organizational skills
• A positive attitude and a drive to complete work quickly and efficiently on short deadlines
• A basic understanding of photography and photo editing programs such as Photoshop, Photo Mechanic
• Social-media savvy, especially Instagram

WSJ interns should be self-starters who understand the needs of our growing audience on various platforms. Dedication to high journalism standards is a must. The screening process puts heavy emphasis on work samples and experience. Candidates should have a demonstrated interest in news and photography as well as the ability to work independently and under deadline pressure.

While we welcome active photographers to the department, the majority of the work during the internship will be in daily photo editing and department production assistance.

Applications are due by midnight Eastern time on Oct. 26 and must include a cover letter, resume and up to six work samples. Only finalists will be contacted.

Summer 2019 Data Science Newsroom Internship at The Wall Street Journal

The Wall Street Journal is seeking a data science intern to work with our newsroom. The intern is a computational journalist who will work with the WSJ Lab, a multi-disciplinary team that supports the newsroom with experimentation and research. The intern will work on developing new approaches for storytelling and defining best practices for algorithmic accountability reporting.

This is a paid, full-time internship lasting 10 weeks.

Tasks and Responsibilities:

• Develop emerging story formats and explore AI-powered newsroom tools.
• Collaborate with colleagues from around the organization to identify high-impact experiments using machine learning.
• Write case studies highlighting best practices in algorithmic transparency to be shared across the newsroom.
• Help identify new data science methods worth exploring, and determine the processes and techniques by which we could use them for story development.
• Help create a program to educate newsroom stakeholders about data science and journalism.

Key Attributes, Knowledge and Experience:
• Academic background in computational journalism, computer science or data science.
• Knowledge of R and Python. Experience with machine learning and natural language processing using open source libraries including TensorFlow, Scikit Learn, SpaCy, NLTK is preferred.
• Excellent communication and writing skills.
• Diverse portfolio of experiments and journalism projects using emerging technology.
• Deep understanding of news media, digital journalism and content strategy.

Applications are due by Oct. 26. Please submit a resume and cover letter. Only finalists will be contacted.

F. James Pensiero Summer 2019 Reporting Internship with The Wall Street Journal

The Wall Street Journal is looking for a current student or recent graduate who intends to pursue a career in business and financial journalism to work in New York for a summer internship.

Preference will be given to University of Oregon students, though the internship is open to those from any state school in the U.S. Students majoring in business journalism or journalism with a second major or minor in economics or business will be favored.

This is a paid, 10-week summer internship. It also includes a $3,000 stipend to assist with housing or travel costs. Applications are due by Dec. 1 and must include a cover letter, resume, five published clips and a one-page essay explaining why you want to cover business, finance or economic news.

The screening process puts heavy emphasis on journalistic experience. Most of those chosen have had prior reporting internships with other media organizations as well as experience working on a campus publication or as a freelancer.

Interns work closely with reporters and editors to deliver prompt, accurate reporting of news relevant to their beat. Interns are expected to generate their own story ideas and follow the stories through to completion with supervision and guidance from an editor.

Interns should be self-starters who understand the needs of our growing audience on various digital and print platforms and can work independently under deadline pressure. Dedication to high journalism standards and excellent writing and reporting skills are required. Only finalists will be contacted.

Summer 2019 WSJ. Magazine Internship in New York

The WSJ. Magazine internship program is aimed at undergraduate and graduate students who intend to pursue a career in magazine journalism. This is a paid summer internship that lasts for
10 weeks. The summer internships generally take place over June, July and August, though start dates can be flexible in certain circumstances.

The screening process puts heavy emphasis on magazine journalism experience. Most of those chosen have had prior internships with other magazines as well as experience working for a campus publication or as a freelancer.

Interns will work closely with various departments within the magazine including features, digital, photography, design and research. Responsibilities may include, but will not be limited to, completing additional story and photography research, writing exclusive content for digital platforms, transcribing interviews, contributing to editorial meetings, fact-checking, assisting with social media coverage and more.

Ideal candidates will possess:
- Sharp instincts for feature and lifestyle coverage
- Interest in and appreciation of photography and design
- Familiarity with frequent WSJ. Magazine writers, photographers, stylists
- Strong communication and organizational skills
- A positive attitude and a drive to complete work quickly and efficiently on short deadlines
- Familiarity with social-media platforms and web analytics

WSJ. Magazine interns should be self-starters who understand the needs of our growing audience on various platforms. Dedication to high journalism standards, excellent writing and organization skills, and attention to detail are required. Candidates should have prior magazine experience with a demonstrated interest in WSJ. Magazine’s coverage areas, including fashion, design, art, architecture, entertainment, technology, philanthropy, and more, as well as the ability to work independently under deadline pressure.

Please include a cover letter, resume and up to five published samples of your work with your application, which is due no later than midnight Eastern time on Jan. 1, 2019. Only finalists will be contacted.